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REXX for CICS:
Part Three

By  D e nn i s  B e c k

IN the second part of this series, we described the REXX development
environment, and created a utility to update a VSAM file of ter-

minal names. This article will describe the REXX panel system, REXX
for CICS debugging facilities, and describe the conversion of the previ-
ous articles’ utility to full screen using the REXX Panel Facility.

REXX FOR CICS PANELS

Again, while a simple port of REXX to CICS could have simply
relied on CICS’s built-in BMS support to handle full screen REXX
applications, the programmers who converted REXX to CICS again
spent time producing an easier interface between REXX and 3270 pro-
gramming. It should be noted that while REXX for CICS supports
BMS (with some caveats documented in the REXX for CICS manual),
and even supplies a utility to convert BMS DSECT’s to REXX for
CICS, using BMS maps have a couple of issues that conflict with the
REXX for CICS development environment. The first is the goal of hav-
ing a system inside CICS that does not rely on outside compilation.
BMS maps must be created outside CICS in sequential (or PDS)
datasets, and then compiled into an included CICS load library.
Another important REXX for CICS feature that must be disabled is the
pseudo-conversational support built into REXX for CICS. This means
that if you use BMS support and you do not want each REXX for CICS
transaction to be conversational, the programmer must apply pseudo
conversational programming techniques if they are to avoid having ter-
minal wait for input tying up important CICS resources. REXX for
CICS BMS support is documented in appendix L, in the REXX for
CICS IBM manual, and we will not be discussing it here, because there
is a much more palatable alternative.

The REXX for CICS Panel Facility allows the REXX programmer to
create 3270 displays that are connected to REXX variables, totally from
within the REXX development environment. The Panel Facility is sim-
ilar to, but not identical with, the ISPF panel definition facility found
under TSO, except the facility is much more integrated into REXX than

ISPF’s facility. The Panel Facility allows the user to define displayable
characters as synonyms for 3270 screen attribute characters, and the
screen panel layout interfaces to REXX by variable substitution.

PANEL DEFINITIONS

Panel definitions must be kept in the RFS (REXX File System), and
can be created by either using the built in editor, or can be imported
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FIGURE 1: VSAM FILE UPDATE PROGRAM & PANEL SOURCE



from an external file. The preferred method, of
course, is to use the built in editor (EDIT). The
file can be named anything you like, but must
have an extension of PANSRC. You can only
create one panel definition per file, and each
panel definition has two sections.

In the first section, which is optional, you
can define displayable characters that repre-
sent 3270 attribute bytes. The “.DEFINE”
verb is used to associate a character with 3270
attributes. The verb must start in column one,
and is terminated by end of line unless the last
character is a comma (“,”) which signifies the
line is to be continued. Any line not starting
with ‘.DEFINE’ in column one is ignored and
can be used to comment the file. Like most of
CICS for REXX, there is great flexibility, and
the programmer can even set up control char-
acters which are linked to REXX variables to
allow dynamic attribute character manipula-
tion. As was stated earlier, the “.DEFINE”
section is optional, and the following table
shows the predefined control characters.

# DEfcolor SKIP NORmal
+ DEfcolor PRotect Bright
% DEfcolor UNProtect NORmal
! DEfcolor UNProtect Bright
& Variable identifier

These default characters can be overridden via
the “.DEFINE” verb and can also be DROPed
from consideration. Since the default characters
cover most of the usual 3270 programming
requirements we will not document the facility
here. For more information see chapter 24 in
either the online or hardcopy manual.

The panel definition section, which is
required, is started by specifying the “.PANEL”
verb which like the “.DEFINE” verb, must be
capitalized and start in column 1. On the
“.PANEL” verb statement, which is terminated
by end of line you must specify the panel name
being defined. This name must be the same as
the file name or you will get an error when you
try to display the panel. I suspect that the
REXX for CICS programmers had envisioned
being able to define multiple panels per file, but
did not get around to implementing that feature.
Immediately following the “.PANEL” verb,
you put your screen design.

If you have ever designed 3270 screens
before, you are going to find the REXX for
CICS Panel Facility simple to use. Every line
after the “.PANEL” verb corresponds to a line
on the screen, so if you have the “.PANEL”
verb on the first line, the fourth line in the RFS
file would correspond to the third line on the
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/* REXX FILE TO ADD RECORD TO TERMINAL EXCEPTION FILE */  
'CD POOL1o:\USERS\'USERID()  
TOPMSG = 'UTILITY TO ADD EXCEPTION TERMINALS TO TERMINAL EXCEPTION FILE'
NAMEPROMPT = 'GIVE TERMANAL OR NET NAME:'  
MSG = '' ; CMD = '' ; TNAME = ''       
CURSOR = 'CMD'
TLISTMAX = 10
DO FOREVER

DO IND = 1 TO TLISTMAX
TLIST.IND = ""

END
'PANEL CONVERSE UPDTEXCP CURSOR('CURSOR')' 
CURSOR = 'CMD'
IF RC > 4 THEN

CALL SCR_ERROR
MSG=''
IF PAN.AID = 'PF3' THEN LEAVE
IF PAN.AID = 'CLEAR' THEN ITERATE
TTYPE = CMD
SELECT

WHEN TTYPE = 'ADD' THEN DO
IF (TNAME = "") THEN DO

MSG = 'ADD: REQUIRED FIELD TERMINAL MISSING'
CURSOR = 'TNAME'                                    

END                                                    
ELSE DO                                                

TNAME = LEFT(TNAME,10)                              
TREC = LEFT(TNAME || DATE('U') || TIME(),80)        
"CICS WRITE FILE(TEXCEPT) RIDFLD(TNAME) FROM(TREC)" 
IF (RC \= 0) THEN                                   

CALL PRINTRESP                                   
ELSE MSG='ADD: 'TNAME' RECORD ADDED'                

END                                                    
END                                                       
WHEN TTYPE = 'DELETE' THEN DO                             

IF (TNAME = "") THEN DO                                
MSG = 'DELETE: MISSING TERMINAL TO DELETE'          
CURSOR = 'TNAME'                                    

END                                                    
ELSE DO                                                

TNAME = LEFT(TNAME,10)                              
"CICS DELETE FILE(TEXCEPT) RIDFLD(TNAME)"           
IF (RC \= 0) THEN                                   

CALL PRINTRESP                                   
ELSE MSG='DELETE: 'TNAME'RECORD DELETED'            

END
END           
WHEN TTYPE = 'LIST' THEN DO

BROWSEFLAG = 1     
TNAME = '' 
NAME = LEFT(" ",10)
"CICS STARTBR FILE(TEXCEPT) RIDFLD(NAME)"
IF (RC \= 0) THEN DO 

CALL PRINTRESP
END          
TLISTNUM = 0
DO WHILE (BROWSEFLAG)

'CICS READNEXT FILE(TEXCEPT) RIDFLD(NAME) INTO(TREC)'
IF (RC \= 0) THEN DO

CALL PRINTRESP
LEAVE 

END   
TLISTNUM = TLISTNUM + 1
LIST.TLISTNUM = SUBSTR(TREC,1,10) ' ' SUBSTR(TREC,11,8),

' ' SUBSTR(TREC,19,5)
END
LIST.0 = TLISTNUM
TLISTNUM = 1
START = 1
CURRENTREC = 1
DO UNTIL (PAN.AID = 'PF3')                  

DO IND = 1 TO TLISTMAX                   
TLIST.IND = ""                        

Continued on page 26.

FIGURE 2: REXX PROGRAM UPDATING THE VSAM FILE



screen. Using control characters to start 3270
fields, you may use a combination of text and
REXX variables for the screen contents. The
first character following the “.PANEL” verb
must be a skip, protect, or unprotect control
character. REXX variables are prefixed by the
variable identifier control character, which
defaults to an ‘&’. In protected fields you can
have any number of REXX variables and text,
but you can only specify one REXX variable
in an unprotected field. You can optionally
specify a field length after the attribute char-
acter for an unprotected field, before the vari-
able identifier control character, and the Panel
Facility will adjust the field length to that
value. This allows the programmer to use vari-
able names that are not constrained by field
length in unprotected fields, and if the unpro-
tected field is the last field before end of line
and not terminated with a control character, a
skip attribute is inserted. You may test your
panel design by issuing the “PANEL TEST
<panel-name>” runtime command, which will
display the panel on your screen and wait for
an action key before returning you to the com-
mand environment. Once panel design is com-
plete you are ready to start using the panel in
a REXX program.

PANEL FACILITY INTERFACE

The Panel Facility interface to REXX is
implemented via the “PANEL” runtime com-
mand. Again, this command has a large num-
ber of options which allow the programmer
to dynamically change panel attributes
dynamically, but we won’t be covering them
in this article, and if you are interested you
can read either the online documentation or
the hardcopy manual. One other thing you
should know is that the panel facility does not
deal with the PANSRC dataset directly, but
requires the source to be translated to an
intermediate object form, which must be held
in the RFS with the same name as the PAN-
SRC but with an extension of “.PANOBJ”.
You may use the “PANEL GENERATE
<panel name>” command to cause the Panel
Facility to create the “.PANOBJ” file. A nice
feature of the Panel Facility is that when you
reference a panel using the “PANEL” run-
time command, the Panel Facility will check
the file date/time and if it shows the PANSRC
has been modified after the date/time on the
PANOBJ file the Panel Facility will automat-
ically generate a new PANOBJ. Because of
this feature, you may get source file errors in
a REXX program that uses the Panel Facility,

and you should be prepared to react to these
types of errors.

Once you have your panel designed and
tested, you are ready to use it in a REXX pro-
gram. Again the “PANEL” runtime command
is used to interface with the Panel Facility, and
the syntax is “PANEL <subcommand>
<panel-name> <options>”. The “PANEL”
subcommand “SEND” can be used to display
a full screen panel, and the “RECEIVE” sub-
command is used to get user input. When

using the “SEND” subcommand REXX vari-
ables are substituted into the screen output. A
useful option that can be used with the “SEND”
subcommand is the “CURSOR(<name>)”,
where “<name>” is a REXX variable name on
the screen, which will move the cursor to the
first field that specifies that field. After dis-
playing the screen you can wait for user input
by using the “RECEIVE” subcommand. Any
variables in non-protected fields are set to the
values read from the screen. Again, if you
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END                                      
IF (CURRENTREC = 1) THEN DO              

TLIST.1 = '** START OF LIST **'       
START = 2                             

END                                      
INDX = CURRENTREC                        
DO IND = START TO TLISTMAX               

TLIST.IND = LIST.INDX                 
INDX = INDX + 1                       
IF (INDX > LIST.0) THEN DO            

IF (IND < TLISTMAX) THEN DO        
IND = IND + 1                   
TLIST.IND = '** END OF LIST **' 
LEAVE                           

END                                
END                                   

END                                      
'PANEL CONVERSE UPDTEXCP CURSOR(CMD)'    
MSG = ""
IF (PAN.AID = 'PF8') &,                        

(TLIST.IND \= '** END OF LIST **') THEN     
CURRENTREC = CURRENTREC + TLISTMAX - 1      

ELSE IF (PAN.AID = 'PF7') & ,                  
(TLIST.1 \= '** START OF LIST **') THEN

CURRENTREC = CURRENTREC - TLISTMAX + 1      
ELSE IF (PAN.AID \= 'PF3') THEN                

MSG = 'LIST: INVALID PFKEY PRESSED'         
END                                               
MSG='LIST: END OF LIST'                           

END                                                  
WHEN TTYPE = 'END' THEN DO                           

LEAVE                                             
END                                                  
OTHERWISE DO                                         

MSG="INVALID COMMAND"                             
END                                                  

END                                                     
END                                                        
SAY 'UTILITY ENDED'                                        
EXIT                                                       
PRINTRESP:                                                 

RESP = C2D(EIBRESP)
RESP = C2D(EIBRESP)                                               
RESP2 = C2D(EIBRESP2)                                             
IF (RESP = 13) & (RESP2 = 80) THEN DO                             

MSG='RECORD NOT FOUND'                                         
BROWSEFLAG = 0                                                 

END                                                               
ELSE IF (RESP = 14) & (RESP2 = 150) THEN                          

MSG='DUPLICATE RECORD'                                         
ELSE IF (RESP = 20) & (RESP2 = 90) THEN                           

BROWSEFLAG = 0                                                 
ELSE                                                              

MSG='EIBRESP =' C2D(EIBRESP) ', EIBRESP2 = ' C2D(EIBRESP2)     
RETURN                                                            

SCR_ERROR:                                                           
SAY 'PANEL ERROR RC =' RC ', REASON =' PAN.REA ', LINE =' PAN.LINE

FIGURE 2: CONTINUED



were to do a “CEMT I TASK” when the “PANEL” command is wait-
ing for user input, you will not see an active terminal task because
REXX has handled the pseudo-conversational part of the programming
for you.

Besides user input, a stem variable “PAN” records other informa-
tion about screen, like the cursor position, the AID key pressed, and
if the cursor was in a field that has a REXX variable in it, the name
of that variable. To get the AID key pressed by the user you would
reference the “PAN.AID” variable, which would have the text “PF4”
if the user hit the PF3 key. To get the cursor position, you would ref-
erence the “PAN.CURS” variable which returns a string containing
the row and column, separated by a space, for example “10 7”, would
denote the 10th row and the 7th column. You can also use
“PAN.CNAM” to get the REXX variable associated with the cursor
field, if there is no variable associated with the cursor position, this
variable is not updated. There are several other “PAN.” stem variables
that you might find useful, and they are documented in either the
online or hardcopy documentation.

EXAMPLE

Hopefully you have an understanding of the Panel Facility, and are
ready for an example. If you are confused, you should just try it out,
because it is much simpler than BMS. To give you a better feel for the
REXX for CICS Panel Facility, the example from the last article, a
VSAM file update program, was converted to use panels. FIGURE 1
shows the panel source, which is contained in UPDTEXCP.PANSRC.
FIGURE 2 shows the REXX program that updates the VSAM file using
the newly created panel. The first step in the conversion was to find and
replace the “SAY” commands with screen variable assignments.
Secondly, the “PANEL CONVERSE UPDTEXCP CURSOR(CMD)”,
was inserted, and some diagnostic code to catch any programming
errors. CONVERSE was used instead of separate RECEIVE and SEND
commands to make the program more concise. Next, REXX variables
that were used on the screen were initialized at the start of the command
loop. Finally the “LIST” command section was rewritten to allow
scrolling using the PF7 and PF8 keys. You should note the use of stem
variables in this section to uncomplicate the programming process.
FIGURES 3 and 4 give examples of the utility in full screen mode.

TRANSACTION DEFINITION

At this point you may be wondering how to turn your application
into one that can be used in a normal CICS transaction. REXX for
CICS supplies the “DEFTRNID” command to accomplish that task.
The command syntax is “DEFTRNID <trnid> <execid>”. You must
then define the transaction to CEDA, and associate the program with
“CICREXD” or “CICREXR” depending on whether you are using
the development or runtime REXX environment. One missing item in
the manual is that you must specify TWASIZE(32) in the definition
also, or when you try to execute the command your transaction will
hang. If you want someone else to execute your command, you
should put a “PATH POOL1:\USERS\<userid>” into the REXX.SCI-
CUSER(REXXPROF) member. To retain your transaction definition
between CICS executions, you should add your DEFTRNID state-
ment to REXX.SCICEXEC(CICSTART) PDS member. You could
also create a default directory to store REXX programs in for pro-
duction and make it read only for security reasons.

DEBUGGING

REXX for CICS includes the ‘TRACE’ facility which gives many
options for displaying REXX execution for diagnosing programming
errors. You can trace variable substitution, command execution, and errors.
The programmer also has the ability to do interactive tracing that allows the
interactive execution and step through the program line by line. You can
also use the “SAY” command to display other information during program
execution. Even debugging applications that do not have a terminal avail-
able, like the full screen program in this article, is an option. By using the
“SET TERMOUT <tsq>”, one can direct the terminal output to a CICS
TSQUEUE. If “<tsq>” is omitted, CICS for REXX uses the TSQUEUE
CEBRxxxx, where xxxx is your terminal name. You can stop terminal out-
put with the “SET TERMOUT NOTERM”, and cancel TSQUEUE output
via “SET TERMOUT CANCEL”. After you finish the debugging session,
you can use CEBR to view the debugging output.

CONCLUSION

Hopefully, this series of articles has given you an introduction to
REXX for CICS, given you an indication that REXX for CICS is a full
featured alternative to other traditional CICS programming languages,
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FIGURE 3: UTILITY IN FULL SCREEN MODE

FIGURE 4: UTILITY IN FULL SCREEN MODE



and perhaps perked your interest in using REXX in some of your sys-
tem programming tasks. By no means is this series a full description of
the features of REXX for CICS and it has only touched on what might
be considered some of the most important features supplied in the
REXX for CICS implementation. If you are confused by any of the fea-
tures described in these articles, my suggestion is to install REXX for
CICS and play with them until they are understood, with the built-in
help system that includes the full hardcopy manual, you should not
regret the time spent.
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